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From: Eleanor Olszewski [mailto:EOlszewski@mltaikins.com]
Sent: May-09-17 3:26 PM
To: Shannon Allerston
Cc: Amanda Gauthier; 'Doug Evanchuk'; Sean Parker; Sheldon Toner (sheldon@dragontoner.ca);
Caroline Wawzonek (caroline@dragontoner.ca); Jessica Buhler; Richelle B. Bergquist
Subject: Re: Carter Compensation Hearing
Hello Shannon
In an effort to assist the Board with timing issues, we wish to advise as follows:
1. I expect that my Opening Statement will take 5 to 10 minutes.
2. The Carters will require 45 minutes to one hour for their presentation.
The Carters have advised that they wish to call a native elder as part of their presentation. The elder
would be speaking in his native Chipewyan language; our clients have advised that at other northern
hearings, it is possible to have simultaneous translation so that the proceedings are more efficient. The
Carters have also advised that Sarah Basil, from Lutsek K'e, is prepared to translate if contacted by the
Board; her telephone numbers are 867 370 3121; cell 867 445 7312. Let me know how you wish to
proceed with respect to the translation issues.
Finally, the Carters will be providing a presentation. Would it be possible to obtain an extension to 5 pm
on May 11, 2017 for that purpose?
Thanks kindly and I look forward to your reply.
Regards,
Eleanor
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